As previously discussed—effective January 1, 2019

- The cost of the vending machine cards will be $2
- The machine will no longer accept $1 bills
- The machine is limited to only taking one ‘piece’ of paper money. This means:
  - Whatever bill you use e.g. $20, 10 or $5—you will be given an automatic credit to your card for the difference between the cost of the card and what your bill is

FOB exchange for card program will end effective 12/31/18. As a reminder:

- Thru 12/31/18 you can call the office of Empire Vending at (509)926-2500 to arrange to exchange a previously purchased FOB/Zip Key for a vending machine card. You will receive an immediate credit to your card of $5 for this exchange in addition to whatever you load on the card.
- If you live out of town or it is inconvenient to get to their offices in Spokane Valley you may mail the FOB/Zip Key to Empire Vending with a self-addressed, stamped envelope and they will mail you a

PHASE 3 COMING 1/1/19

As previously discussed—effective January 1, 2019

- The cost of the vending machine cards will be $2
- The machine will no longer accept $1 bills
- The machine is limited to only taking one ‘piece’ of paper money. This means:
  - Whatever bill you use e.g. $20, 10 or $5—you will be given an automatic credit to your card for the difference between the cost of the card and what your bill is